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Abstract
By cumulative effects of climate change, pollution, over-harvesting and fragmentation, degradation and loss of
habitat biodiversity is threatened globally. In Europe, large herbivores and carnivores have been over-harvested
and persecuted for centuries long and resulted in global extinctions of large herbivores and local extinctions of
large carnivores. At the end of the 20th century legal protection resulted in stabilization and even increase of the
European wolf populations. Now, the public debate forms a challenge in the recovery of wolf (Canis lupus)
populations on the mainland of Europe. In West European countries it is unclear where wolves can live after
centuries of man manipulating the natural environment. To facilitate nature managers and policy makers to make
preparations for avoiding conflicts, it is important to know where wolves will settle in the Netherlands and what
routes wolves will take to the Netherlands.
Based on presence of artificial surfaces, water bodies, human population density, road density and prey
distribution and abundance, a habitat suitability model and a cost-distance analysis were done. Prey species were
identified as all large ungulates occurring in the Netherlands: roe deer, red deer, fallow deer and wild boar.
Although the Netherlands is a dense populated country with high road density, wolves will still be able to find
areas with low human disturbance and prey, mostly in the north-east of the Netherlands. There is room for at
least 14 wolf packs. Although the French wolf population is less isolated, wolves from France and Germany will
most likely migrate to the Netherlands via north and south of the Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan region. In a nearby
area in the Netherlands a wolf was sighted in the summer of 2011.
However, the large degree of plasticity that wolves show cannot be modelled. The areas where wolves can live
according to this research should be seen as areas where wolves are most likely to settle first. To account for the
left out parameters, the scenario is conservative. Therefore, the suitability for 14 wolf packs should be considered
as an ecological minimum based on the parameters used in this study. Also, when wolves settle in the
Netherlands, the parameters of the habitat suitability analysis have to be refined.
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1

Introduction

By cumulative effects of climate change, pollution, over-harvesting and fragmentation, degradation and loss of
habitat biodiversity is threatened globally. In Europe, large herbivores and carnivores have been over-harvested
and persecuted for centuries long and resulted in global extinctions of large herbivores, like auroch (1627; Szafer
1968; Van Vuure 2002) and tarpan (1909; Vereshchagin & Baryshnikov 1993), and local extinctions of large
carnivores, like lynx, brown bear and wolf (Berger, Swenson & Persson 2001). At the end of the 20th century legal
protection resulted in stabilization and even increase of the European wolf populations.
Now, the public debate forms a challenge in the recovery of wolf (Canis lupus) populations on the mainland of
Europe (Mech 1970; Jedrzejewski et al 2004; Enserink & Vogel 2006; Reinhardt & Kluth 2007; Dusauchoit 2011).
Traditional conflicts between wolf and man, for example wolves killing livestock in Germany (Reinhardt & Kluth
2007), Sweden (BBC 2010), France (ONCFS 2011) and Italy (Boitani 2007), led to resistance concerning free
roaming wolves without population management. In some cases this led to culling of wolves to calm the public
debate, even though wolves are strictly protected by the Habitat Directive1 of the European Union.
In addition, recent German radio telemetry study (Reinhardt & Kluth 2007) showed that wolves do not avoid
human activity. Settlement of wolves near populated areas is more and more becoming a realistic scenario for
Western European countries as prey densities rise and wolves are not highly habitat specific, able to travel over
long distances and not necessarily require large home ranges (Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003). In these West
European countries it is unclear where wolves can live after centuries of man manipulating the natural
environment.
This can be modelled by a habitat suitability analysis. Several habitat suitability models have already been made
for the USA, Italy, Switzerland, Poland and Romania (Mladenhoff et al 1995, 1999; Massolo & Meriggi 1998;
Corsi, Duprè & Boitani 1999; Glenz et al 2001; Jedrzejewski et al 2004, 2008; Kaartinen et al 2005; Maanen et al
2006; Marucco 2011). Although not all suitability parameters are commonly identified, some parameters are
often mentioned, like forest cover, road density, prey availability and human disturbance. Most based this on
the occurrence of wolves in their country, as shown by Jedrzejewski et al (2008) in Figure 1.
Figure 1 Relative probability of
wolf occurrence in Bialowieza,
Poland (expressed as percentage
of the maximum logarithmic
value of the number of wolf
records, calculated for all
10x10kilometre cells in the wolf
range; n=667), in classes of
percentage cover by forests,
arable fields, marshes/wetland,
meadows/pastures and human
settlement area, as well as
ungulate biomass and density of
roads. Bars are mean standard
error values for each class.
(Jedrzejewski et al 2008)

1

Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of natural habitats and of wild flora and fauna
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Jedrzejewski et al (2004, 2008) used in his model the significant correlation for percentage of forest cover (P=<
0.0001) and forest fragmentation to predict wolf habitat. However, different interpretations of the correlation
can lead to contrasting conclusions. The easiest conclusion is that high forest coverage for some reason directly
improves the fitness of the wolf. Another interpretation is that the absence of non-suitable land uses and/or
human pressure is more important. A third explanation is that forest is the habitat most favourable for prey
species. The last two explanations can co-vary, inflating the indirect benefit of high forest cover on wolf
occurrence.
Still, the Polish model of Jedrzejewski et al (2008) best reflects the West-European environment, even though
the model did not take prey distribution into account. This model explained 53% of the total variation in the wolf
abundance index in a 10x10kilometre cell grid. The areas selected by the model and those inhabited by wolves in
at least one decade overlapped in 81–86%.
That wolves have been sighted several times in Belgium and the Netherlands shows us that wolves migrate to
these countries (Maanen, 2011). Observing the colonization of wolves in Germany (Reinhardt & Kluth 2007) and
France (ONCFS 2008), the frequency of sightings should increase, especially when wolves colonize Belgium
and/or the Netherlands. To facilitate nature managers and policy makers to make preparations for avoiding
conflicts, it is important to know where wolves will settle in the Netherlands and what routes wolves will take to
the Netherlands.
Aim of the study
This study examined which areas in the Netherlands are habitable for wolves considering human disturbance
factors and prey abundance, and identified migration routes for wolves from West-European populations to the
Netherlands considering human disturbance factors.
Research questions
- What are ecologically suitable areas for wolves to live in the Netherlands?
- Where are the ecologically suitable migration routes for wolves from West-European populations to the
Netherlands?
In this study, ecological suitability is defined as areas or routes that meet the prerequisites wolves need from
their environment. This environment can be both natural and cultural, and is defined by deleterious factors such
as presence of artificial surfaces, water bodies, human population density and road density, and is defined by
essential factors such as prey distribution and abundance.
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Materials and methods
2.1 Species information

2.1.1 European wolf populations
In this study two wolf populations were relevant, the German wolf population near Lausitz and the French wolf
population near Grenoble. Both populations are strongly connected with populations in neighbouring countries,
respectively Poland and Italy. Other European wolf populations are either too far away or the possible migration
routes lead through one of the wolf population mentioned above.
The characteristics of the wolf populations in Germany and France are described in more detail in Table 1.
Table 1 Characteristics of the wolf populations in Germany and France (Kontaktburo Wolfsregion Lausitz 2012; ONCFS 2012).

Germany

France

Reoccurring since

1996

1992

Inhabited region

Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt

The Alps, the Massif Central and
the Pyrenees

Known number of territories

11

27 zones of permanent presence

Estimated total number

100 to 120 individuals (end 2011)

180 to 200 individuals (2009)

Known number of wolf cubs

34 in 8 territories (2011)

9 reproductive zones (2011)

2.1.2 Prey preference
Most habitat suitability models fail to take prey distribution into
account, as most of the times there is limited data available on the
current population densities and locations of prey species. However,
it is clear that wolf abundance is strongly influenced by prey
availability (Jedrzejewski et al 2002). For the Netherlands there is a
solid dataset of the locations of prey species. To incorporate this
dataset in the habitat suitability analysis, the relevant prey species
were determined as first. As in North American and tundra
ecosystems wolves have one or two prey species, in Europe wolves
have multispecies prey communities, consisting of up to six species of
ungulates (Fritts and Mech 1981; Gasaway et al. 1983, 1992; Messier
1991; Okarma 1995).
For the Netherlands, it is worthwhile to take a look at two prey
preference studies in Poland and Spain as the presence of certain
prey species can alter the prey preference of wolves.
The Polish study of Jedrzejewski et al (2002) found that wolf hunting
groups consisting of 4 to 5 individuals killed on average every other
day. Most of prey were red deer (Cervus elaphus, 63%), wild boar (Sus
scrofa, 28%) and roe deer (Capreolus capreolus, 4%) resulting in a
daily food intake of 5.58 ± 0.32 kg per wolf per day (see also Figure 2).
The rate of red deer kills was twice as high in winter when snow was
more than 17 cm deep. When comparing this to the prey densities,
wolves were important for annual mortality of red deer only, taking
annually 12% of the population in spring-summer (seasonally
highest). This is equivalent to 40% of the annual breeding and
mortality rates.
Recent study by Barja (2009) showed that the Iberian subspecies
5

Figure 2 Frequency distributions of body
masses of 167 prey specimens killed by four
wolf packs in Bialowieza Primeval Forest in
1996-1999. Means ± 1 SD reported for red
deer and wild boar. (Jedrzejewski et al 2002)

Figure 3 Percentage of occurrence in wolf
scats of two domestic and three wild ungulate
species consumed per season. (Barja 2009)

(Canis lupus signatus) has a preference for just three prey species, to be precise roe deer, red deer and wild boar
(87.1% biomass of all prey consumed, N=508). Whether this is due to wolf kills or in fact a form of scavenging is
analysed using the Ivlev’s electivity index (E). It turned out that the roe deer (E=0.4) and wild boar (E=0.3) were
consumed by wolves more often than can be expected from their estimated availability in the study area. Ivlev’s
electivity index for red deer (E=-0.02) showed values around zero, indicating that there is no selection. All this
indicates that wolves actively search for roe deer and wild boar, but they do not actively seek out red deer.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of prey species occurrence in wolf droppings per season (Barja 2009).
That red deer is not a preferred prey species in Spain contrasts with the study of Jedrzejewski et al (2002), but
can be explained by several factors. First, the prey communities are vastly different. Secondly, roe deer and wild
boar may be preferred over red deer as well as red deer can be preferred over larger species, which are more
difficult to hunt and require multiple wolves in one hunt. Thirdly, the diet study of Jedrzejewski et al (2002) was
based on aerial search for wolf kills, which cannot distinguish actual wolf kills and scavenging and therefore
cannot exclude kills made by lynxes or natural deaths.
All we can conclude based on wolf prey preference is that wolves specialize on a small number of wild prey
species, even in a multispecies prey community and in presence of cattle, and that the species shows great
plasticity in its diet. Therefore, this study focused on all large ungulates occurring in the Netherlands. This is roe
deer, red deer, fallow deer (Dama dama) and wild boar.

2.2

Data collection

Data on spatial parameters contributing to dispersion and settlement of wolves were acquired via various
organizations, see Table 2 for an overview on the sources and the characteristics of the used data.
Table 2 Overview on the sources and characteristics of the used data
Dataset

Title

Landuse (EU)

CORINE 2006

Maker

Year

Source

Type

Resolution

2011

http://www.eea.europa.eu

Raster

250 meter

Raster

25 meter

European Environment
Agency
Institute for Environmental Studies
Landuse (NL)

LGN4

Alterra (WUR)

2000
of the VU, Amsterdam

Human

Global Population

Institute for Environmental Studies
LandScan

population

Database

Road map (EU)

Europe roads

ESRI

Topografische kaart

Topografische Dienst

2009
of the VU, Amsterdam
2005

ESRI® Data & Maps

second cell
Polyline

1:10.000

Polygon

1:10.000

Point

1000 meter

Institute for Environmental Studies

Road map (NL)

2003
Top10Vector

30 arcRaster

Kadaster

of the VU, Amsterdam

Prey observations
Prey data (NL)

Zoogdiervereniging

2011

Zoogdiervereniging

since 1905
Aktuelle

Wildbiologisches Büro

http://www.wolfsregion-

Wolf data (DE)

2011
Rudelterritorien

LUPUS

Les données du

Office National de la Chasse

Réseau Loup

et de la Faune Sauvage

Document
lausitz.de/aktuelle-rudelterritorien

Wolf data (FR)

2011
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Document

2.3

Data quality

All spatial data used in this study came from third parties. It was therefore essential to assess the quality of the
data to generate trust worthy outcomes with the analyses. As most data originated from authorities and have
been used for some time, the important data quality factors for this study were the completeness and temporal
accuracy.
The Dutch prey dataset of the Zoogdiervereniging had some shortcomings. It is mostly based on volunteers
passing on sightings. This is very cost-friendly, but is not as complete as when professionals would assess the
population size and ranges. The second best solution would be a dynamic model of all prey species for the
Netherlands. This is done for wild boar by Dekker et al (2010, see also Appendix I), but not yet for the other prey
species. To prevent a deviation in the estimation of wild ungulate numbers per area, the modelled range of the
wild boar was not used.

2.4

Data preparation

Prior to the spatial analysis calculations, the raw data was converted into two databases, one for each of the
study areas, the Netherlands and West Europe. The databases contain the same general data, though in a
different extent and resolution. All data was summarized in the attribute table of one layer per database.
2.4.1 Habitat suitability
The LGN4 land use dataset was converted into a polygon grid with a 1 by 1 kilometre cell size. This layer was
supplemented with a sample of the LandScan global population dataset as the human population density
variable. Road density was added after intersecting the roads with the above mentioned grid and calculating the
length of the road sections.
All prey species counts per point in the period between 2000 and 2010 were generalized into a biomass value
per point. Biomass as a function of the weight of wild boars, roe deer, red deer and fallow deer in the
Netherlands was calculated as: “biomass = ‘N wild boars’ * 80 + ‘N roe deer’ * 25 + ‘N red deer’ * 110 + ‘N fallow
deer’ * 77.5”, with N as number of individuals per point (McElligott et al 2001; Pettorelli et al 2002; Jedrzejewski
at al 2008). To correct for point counts, the biomass value was then extrapolated using a neighbourhood
analysis, the focal statistics analysis, which calculated the maximum value in an annulus with an outer radius of 5
kilometres.
2.4.2 Migration routes
Likewise as the data preparation for the habitat suitability, the CORINE land use dataset was converted into a
polygon grid with a 5 by 5 kilometre cell size. This layer was supplemented with a sample of the LandScan global
population dataset. Road density was added after intersecting the roads with the above mentioned grid and
calculating the length of the road sections divided by 25 to have a density per square kilometre.

2.5

Data analysis

2.5.1 Habitat suitability
The prepared habitat suitability dataset was summarised in one variable ‘Suitability’. A one by one kilometre cell
was suitable (henceforth called ‘prime area’) if it had less than 10 people living there, less than 400 meters road,
at least 25 kilograms of biomass and the land use was neither water nor artificial surfaces. This resulted in 3524
square kilometre of prime wolf areas over the Netherlands. To allow patches to connect in one wolf territory,
the prime wolf areas were extrapolated using a Euclidean distance metric with a maximum distance of 10
kilometres. This is the maximum distance wolves tend to visit outside of their home ranges (Merrill & Mech
2003) and resulted in five range classes. These classes do not visualize the suitability of the cells, but the distance
to a prime area. In a fragmented landscape as that of the Netherlands, two scenarios were made assuming the
7

wolves use the prime areas and an additional area surrounding it as territory. The distance of the two scenarios
were based on the minimum additional space the cell sizes allow. In the first scenario wolf territories had to be
in the prime area and a one kilometre range, in the second scenario the range was set at two kilometres. The
resulting patches of prime area with a certain range were assessed on size. As wolf territories range between
116 and 310 square kilometres in a natural setting (Bialowieza Primeval Forest, Poland; Jedrzejewski et al 2007),
a conservative absolute minimum of 225 square kilometres was used to highlight two scenarios of wolf ranges in
the Netherlands.
2.5.2 Migration routes
Using the conservative scenario of wolf ranges in the Netherlands as a sink population and the German and
French populations as source populations, a cost-distance analysis modelled the most suitable migration routes
to the Netherlands. The five by five kilometre cost-grid was based on the cumulative cost of road density,
population density and land use (Whittington, St. Clair & Mercer 2005; Marucco 2011). For the detailed cost per
factor per cell see Table 3 below.
Table 3 Detailed cost per factor per cell for the cost-distance analysis with the wolf populations in Germany and France as
source and modelled wolf range in the Netherlands as sink population. Road density is in meters per square kilometres,
averaged over a 25 square kilometre plot. Population density is number of inhabitants per 25 square kilometres.

Cost

Road density

Population density

Land use

0

< 50

< 25

Forest, shrubs

1

50 - 100

25 – 50

Open areas, wetland

2

100 – 200

50 – 75

Agricultural land

3

200 – 300

75 – 125

5

300 – 500

125 – 200

10

> 500

< 200

Artificial surfaces, water
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3 Results
3.1 Habitat suitability
Ecological suitable areas for wolves in the Netherlands considering human disturbance and prey abundance
were analysed with a habitat suitability analysis. This analysis, as shown in Figure 4 and in large in Appendix II,
gives an impression on where ranging wolves in the Netherlands can find suitable areas and the connectivity
between the prime areas, indicated by the different ranges. The map clearly shows that although the
Netherlands is a dense populated country with high road density, wolves will still be able to find areas with low
human disturbance and prey. Some of the prime areas will be difficult for wolves to reach, e.g. the Wadden Sea
islands, and most of the prime areas are fragmented. Large areas with the least fragmentation seem to lie in the
north-east of the Netherlands.
An in-depth look at the habitat suitability analysis shows two possible scenarios of the distribution of wolf
territories. They consist of the prime areas and a set range, as shown in Figure 5 (and in large in Appendix III) and
Figure 6 (and in large in Appendix IV). The first scenario consists of the prime area and a one kilometre range.
When analysed for areas of at least 225 square kilometre, the total area suitable for permanent presence of
wolves is approximately 3500 square kilometre, which is large enough for 14 wolf packs. In the second scenario,
the analysed area was set at prime areas and a two kilometres range, resulting in an area of approximately 9500
square kilometre, which is suitable for 38 wolf packs. Both scenarios show the same pattern of distribution of
suitable areas: the coastline is not suitable, the south is suitable for few wolves, the Veluwe is suitable for
multiple wolf packs and the largest suitable area is in the north-eastern part of the Netherlands.

Figure 4 Distribution of prime wolf areas
and suitability ranges

Figure 5 Distribution of wolf territories
Figure 6 Distribution of wolf territories
consisting of prime areas and 1kilometre consisting of prime areas and 2kilometre
range
range

3.2 Migration routes
The migration routes for wolves from West-European populations to the Netherlands, analysed by a costdistance analysis, is shown in Figure 7. The map gives an indication of the costs of the routes between the source
and sink populations, considering human population density, land use and road density.
The French wolf population seems less isolated than the German wolf population, French and Italian wolves can
follow the river Rhine up north to the Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan region. It is in the Vosges Mountains that French
wolves have been sighted more than once already (Lichfield, 2009).
The path of the least resistance to the Netherlands would lead French wolves first to the north of the Rhine-Ruhr
metropolitan region and then west to the Arnhem-Nijmegen region in the Netherlands. It was in this region that
in the late summer of 2011 a possible wolf was sighted by several people on three occasions (Maanen, 2011).

9

Wolves migrating from the German population will encounter more resistance. Post-hoc analysis showed that
high human population density in the west of Germany is the most dominant factor.

Figure 7 Analysis of wolf migration routes by cost-distance analysis with the wolf populations in Germany and France as source
(both indicated with a wolf and cub) and modelled wolf range in the Netherlands as sink population (all three areas in dark
green). The areas most difficult to reach for wolves are in red.
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4 Discussion
This study examined which areas in the Netherlands are habitable for wolves considering human disturbance
factors and prey abundance. The habitat suitability analysis showed that the Netherlands has ecological
potential for a wolf population. This corresponds with experiences in Poland, Germany and France of wolves
having no difficulties living in cultural landscapes (Jedrzejewski et al 2008). Telemetry study of the one year old
wolf ‘Alan’ showed that he had no problem avoiding humans when migrating from Germany to Belarus
(Friedrich 2010; Wolven in Nederland 2012).
However, the large degree of plasticity that wolves show cannot be modelled. The areas where wolves can live
according to this research should be seen as areas where wolves are most likely to settle first. The habitat
suitability analysis gives a prediction based on a few parameters. A parameter which was left out is chance of
mortality by collision with vehicles based on traffic intensity, speed and knowledge of roads with high risk of
collision with other large animals. Other factors influencing the settlement and migration of wolves can be local
and temporal effects of wildlife crossings, fences, steep canals, other landscape elements and hunting and
tourism activities. To account for the left out parameters, the first scenario is conservative. Therefore, the
resulting suitability for 14 wolf packs should be considered as an ecological minimum based on the parameters
used in this study.
From the dispute between prone wolf scientists (Mech 2006a,b; Mladenhoff et al 2006) it can be concluded that
the accuracy of the predictive capacities of the habitat suitability model is vital. When investigating a species
with high plasticity and high dispersal capabilities, the model needs fine-tuning to the characteristics the wolf
population shows in the local setting (Chetkiewicz, St. Clair & Boyce 2006). As Jedrzejewski et al (2008) stated in
the Polish study, ‘In a real world, two similar patches of optimal habitat may have very different likelihoods of
being occupied by a species due to their different connectivity to other patches and to the source population’.
The migration routes from source populations in Germany and France to the suitable habitats in the Netherlands
was investigated in this study by cost-distance analysis. The suitable migration area in the Alps is in accordance
with the habitat suitability model of the Alps (as shown in Appendix V; Marucco 2011). However, the analysis is
done with large cell sizes and based on a few parameters. This implies that small scale obstructions have not
been taken into account. Also, this type of analysis is sensitive to the settings of the parameters and the
visualization. Still, the cost-distance analysis gives an indication which areas are accessible for wolves.
The areas where wolves settle and migrate are not solely ecologically based. A small wolf population or even a
single wolf can form a conflict when considering the viewpoints of the cattle-breeders. Society’s attitude to
wolves can be a problem, especially in West Europe where wolves recover after having long been exterminated.
Here the level of human fear and intolerance of wolves is markedly higher than in regions where man and wolf
have been coexisting for a long time (Linnell et al 2003). It is in the best interest of the public and the wolves that
conflicts are avoided by taking early action.
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5 Conclusion
This study examined which areas in the Netherlands are habitable for wolves considering human disturbance
and prey abundance, and identified migration routes for wolves from West-European populations to the
Netherlands considering human disturbance. The Netherlands has ecological suitable habitats for at least 14
wolf packs, mostly in the north-eastern part of the country. Analysis of possible migration routes showed that
wolves most likely will enter the Netherlands in the south-east. Therefore, an increase in wolf sightings is to be
expected in the east of the Netherlands. Only DNA-study can tell the origin of the wandering wolf, as the wolf
can migrate from the French-Italian population at least as easily as from the German-Polish population.
What we should do until wolves recolonize the Netherlands is prepare for when they do. With confirmed wolf
sightings in Belgium is the Netherlands one of the last countries in West Europe to have recolonization of
wolves. Therefore it is worthwhile to pay attention to the countries that have had to deal with recolonizing
wolves for some years. Also, when wolves settle in the Netherlands, the parameters of the habitat suitability
analysis have to be refined.
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Appendices
Appendix I
Modeled population range of wild boar (Sus scrofa) in the Netherlands

Figure 8 Modeled population range of wild boar (Sus scrofa) in the Netherlands in
orange. Sightings of wild boars in the period 2000-2010 are visualized in grey. (Dekker
et al 2010)
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Appendix II
Distribution of prime wolf areas and suitability ranges

Figure 9 Distribution of prime wolf areas and suitability ranges
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Appendix III
Distribution of wolf territories consisting of prime areas and 1kilometre range

Figure 10 Distribution of wolf territories consisting of prime areas and 1kilometre range
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Appendix IV
Distribution of wolf territories consisting of prime areas and 2kilometre range

Figure 11 Distribution of wolf territories consisting of prime areas and 2kilometre range
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Appendix V
Habitat suitability for wolves in the Alps

Figure 12 Wolves habitat suitability map based on an occupancy analysis (Marucco 2011).
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